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Baby boomers (also known as boomers) are the demographic cohort following the Silent Generation and
preceding Generation X.There are varying timelines defining the start and the end of this cohort;
demographers and researchers typically use birth years starting from the early- to mid-1940s and ending
anywhere from 1960 to 1964.
Baby boomers - Wikipedia
As shown in the birth rate chart to the right, the baby boom in the United States is as much defined by the low
birth rates that preceded and followed it as it is by an exceptionally high post-war fertility rate.
Mid-twentieth century baby boom - Wikipedia
Over half of homeowners in the U.S. are now 55 and older. And this figure is only going to grow over time. In
places like California, the Taco Tuesday baby boomers own the housing market.. This is just a fact and has
kept inventory to a very low level.
Baby boomers are refusing to sell and will age like a fine
When Kathleen Casey-Kirschling was born seconds past midnight on Jan. 1, 1946, in Philadelphia, she was
at the head of a very long parade. About 3.4 million babies arrived in that first year of what became known as
the baby boom generation.. This year Casey-Kirschling and others in the boomer vanguard turn 70.
The Oldest Baby Boomers Are Reaching Seventy in 2016 - AARP
That's why Elaine Floyd, Horsesmouth Director of Retirement and Life Planning, created this programâ€¦ It's
called Savvy Medicare Planning for Boomers.. And if you're familiar with Elaine's hugely popular Savvy Social
Security Planning for Boomers program, you'll get a sense of what she has planned for you and your clients
regarding health coverage and Medicare.
Horsesmouth: Savvy Medicare Planning for Boomers
Brandon Rigoni, Ph.D., is the Associate Director for Selection and Development at Gallup and a thought
leader and strategic advisor on Gallupâ€™s research and science.He advises leaders and ...
What Millennials Want from a New Job - Harvard Business Review
Millennials have often led older Americans in their adoption and use of technology, and this largely holds true
today. But there has also been significant growth in tech adoption in recent years among older generations
â€“ particularly Gen Xers and Baby Boomers.
Millennials stand out for their technology use
The 10 year Treasury has crept up to 2.72% as I write this . This is the benchmark rate for mortgage rate
settings. A 170bps spread between the benchmark and mortgage rates is about average, which puts the 30
year mortgage at 4.42% .
The evaporation of housing inventory: What a continued
Dating apps and sites are growing more popular, even among baby boomers. But can they really help you
find someone special?
Online Dating: Match Me If You Can - Consumer Reports
Planning for retirement and retirement benefits made easier with the AARP retirement calculator and tips on
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when to collect 401k and other investments.
Planning for Retirement: Plan for the Retirement You Want
Real Estate Auction: DCAS holds real estate public auctions to sell surplus City-owned real estate. For more
information, please click the link below:
DCAS - Doing Business with the City - Auction
When to start baby food? The timing on starting baby food may seem confusing. If you survey your
neighbors, your own moms, the doctors you see, and the child care or daycare providers who help you, I bet
youâ€™d get about 4 different answers backed with 4 different theories and rationales.
When Should I Start Baby Food? - Seattle Mama Doc
My father was a high-ranking student radical poobah and still thinks Castro was the bees' knees. Although I'm
technically a red diaper baby, I've rejected all that baloney.
How The Cultural Marxists Of The Frankfurt School
The Generation Gap in American Politics. Wide and growing divides in views of racial discrimination.
Generational differences have long been a factor in U.S. politics.
The Generation Gap in American Politics | Pew Research Center
are worried about automation putting jobs at risk - up from 33% in 2014. We are living through a fundamental
transformation in the way we work. Automation and 'thinking machines' are replacing human tasks, changing
the skills that organisations are looking for in their people. But what will the ...
Workforce of the future - The competing forces - PwC
The statistic shows the retail value of the global baby milk formula market in 2010 and presents a forecast to
2020. The retail value of the global baby milk formula market is forecast to reach ...
Baby formula: market size worldwide 2020 | Statistic
PREFACE As the population of over 76 million Baby Boomers ap- proaches middle age and beyond, the
issue of preserving mental powers throughout greatly increased life spans has reached an almost fever pitch.
2000 KEEP YOUR BRAIN ALIVE - valdez.dumarsengraving.com
Archives and past articles from the Philadelphia Inquirer, Philadelphia Daily News, and Philly.com.
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